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REPORT FROM THE FIREMAN
Charlie Crabb, Director
The 2019 Cal Poly Swanton Pacific Ranch Day is
now history. Although we still do not have our
washout repaired, the volunteers were able to put
together a static display that was admired by over
200 guests. We did have the hand car out and some
of the guests were able to experience what it was
like to use human power to get down the tracks.
So, the question I am often asked is…Will the trains
be running in time for the next Cal Poly Swanton
Pacific Day event? We are told that all of the
permits are in place and the final signature is
coming from FEMA soon. In anticipation of the
approval to move ahead we have been working on

getting a bid package put together so we can move
quickly to select the contractor to repair the washout
and replace the track. Of course, timing will be an
issue. At this point it is almost certain that work
will not start until early summer after the creek flow
has lessened.

Not having trains to run has allowed our dedicated
volunteers to focus on restoration and upgrades.
When we do get the track replaced, we will have
two steam locomotives fitted with new boilers,
rebuilt tenders, a diesel locomotive that has gone

through an extensive rebuild process, some newly
restored passenger cars and newly laid track leading
out of the roundhouse. We will also have a brandnew heavy haul car that was completed by Cal Poly
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students last spring. This car will allow us to be
able to haul equipment to anywhere on the track.
I will let all of you know that once the washout is
repaired and the tracks have been replaced, we will
be needing a big push from our volunteers to work
the track below the washout. After three years, we
will need to clear the right of way, check the
condition of the ties, and make sure the wye is
ready to handle the train operations. If all goes
well, we will be looking for that volunteer help this
coming summer…and then it will be time to start
running the trains!

Since the last newsletter, Swanton “Summer Camp”
was held and a great deal of work was
accomplished on many projects. First, with the
potential return of the steam locomotive 1912, her

Down Behind the Railway
With your President, air monkey, & car-barnist.
Reynold ‘Fitz’ FitzPatrick
RGBFitz@aol.com 650.737.9584
My Fellow Swantoons:
We’re back to one workday/weekend per month
until next Spring. There are still things to be
completed and new projects that have moved to the
fore. The Swanton-built ballast car needs to have
the brake air line and chute operating lines
separated and fittings installed to allow charging the
receivers with compressed air. This moved up in
anticipation of its use in replacing the track to the
washout.
The handi-car needs to have the truss rod
turnbuckles updated. The crew car needs one more
piece of pipe and a hose and glad-hand. The motor
car needs the shrouding replaced and brought to
standard specs.
And there are always little housekeeping jobs.
Enjoy the holidays and have fun at Swanton.

Fitz

tender needed the same work as already done on the
1913, mainly preparation for a new stainless-steel
water tank which will be secured under the original

tank shell. A crew consisting mostly of Eric and
Dennis Johnson, and Molly and Bill Engelman first
removed the air pump and piping, and lifted out the
fuel bunker. Next they separated the water tank
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from the frame and carefully lifted and rolled it
over, taking care not to damage the paint job. What
followed was several hot days of cutting and

grinding, needle scaling, chipping and scraping, to
remove the tank bottom and all internal baffles and
several buckets of scale and rust. Finally, they
painted the inside with a rust-converting coating
and moved the tank to the car shop where Fitz
applied a second coat.
On the 1913, Bill mounted the radio, ran cables,
grounded and secured the antenna mount, applied
throttle rod packing, made new injector operating
rod brackets, and cut down the bottom of the front

me install the new stack extension in the smoke
box, to replace the rusted-out original petticoat pipe.
The extension is a more modern design which
should improve the
boiler’s drafting and
firing. Molly spent
several tedious hours
meticulously
cleaning, masking,
sand blasting and
painting steam and air piping assemblies that fit in
and under the cab. Kua Patten made two new
blower rings of stainless-steel pipe, one for the 1913
and another for the 1912. These go in the
smokebox, around the blast nozzle, to provide draft
when the engine isn’t working steam. He has also
almost finished the exhaust splitter for the blast
nozzle.
Jim Edwards and Lloyd Yoshida worked on the
502, disassembling the trucks and cutting the old

cab windows to clear the injector rods. Bill assisted
Dennis installing the buffer plate and shims to the
back of the frame. This was a difficult and
frustrating job considering the weight and the very
tight space for the nuts and wrenches, not to
mention hands, in the draw casting. Another one of
those jobs that no one will see and only gets
appreciated by those of us who know. Bill helped
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tires off the wheels. Their big challenge proved to
be pressing the wheels off the axles. The press fit
was unusually tight, and they had to make special
hardware to do the job. Geoff has been
documenting the measurements of the axles and
wheels to determine what work may be needed to
solve this locomotive’s unusual wear issues once
and for all. Since the work week, Jim has been
learning some machine tool practices and making
parts for the forklift.
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Since the work week, weighing fixtures have been
fabricated to allow weighing of the locomotive and
car axles. The 1913’s tender has been filled with
fuel and water, and has been weighed. The trucks
still need some minor work to be ready for service.
The injector brackets Bill made have been welded
up and painted, and the blowdown has been
finalized.
Work has been proceeding on the 1913’s crosshead
guides, and there have been some difficulties with
that. We previously noted excessive wear on the
crosshead gibs, the parts bolted to the crosshead
sides which restrict their lateral movement in the
guides. It turns out that there were errors made in
the original machining and assembly of the right
side guides a century ago, possibly due to the rush
to get the railroad operating. The top guide was not
mounted directly over the bottom guide, as it should
have been, but was inboard by almost 1/8”! In
addition, the guides were diverging, measured front
to back, and the main wear surfaces were not in

The “Heavy-Haul” car delivery was a notable event,
and it is certainly an impressive piece of equipment.
Everyone was excited to see it set down on Ed’s
Buckeye trucks for the first time. Ed and Fitz have
been working on hand brakes, air brakes, and
electrical details.

Tom Heaton has been painting the “Handy” car,
with assistance from Sue Pierce. It is almost done
and looks as great as the original Overfair car
already completed. Both of these cars still need to
have their trucks checked and painted, and Tom
would also like to paint under the bodies of both
cars. Fitz has been working on the Crew Car’s
automatic brakes.

parallel planes. Unique precision gauges were made
in our shop to accurately position a piano wire
stretched on the cylinder center line between the
guides. Measurements are taken from the parts to
this wire, using a DC electric circuit with LED’s to
indicate when a measuring tool touches the wire.
Persistent attention was/is being paid to accurately
measure the deviations, as well as the changes to
resolve them. Most of these issues are being
addressed with shims, which is the normal way this
is done, but the lateral misalignment problem
required a less traditional approach since relocating
the holes in the guide yoke (the support in back)
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was not possible. A split bushing was made which
allowed the back-guide bolts to be held in a 4-jaw
lathe chuck. A 4-jaw chuck can be adjusted so the
part it holds is not centered on the lathe’s axis, but
is offset by a measured amount. In this way, one
side of each bolt was turned down where it was in
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not identify his model. Norman W. Holmes in his
book Prune Country Railroading/Steel Rails to San
Jose, p. 176, suggests the SP Class P-6 is the model.
Others have reported that it may have been the
Pennsylvania Class K-3's or K-4's. The 4-6-2
Pacific type was very popular with many railroads
in the early 1910's thus, many possibilities were
available for MacDermot to copy.
The following table compares the dimensions of the
Overfair locomotives with those of the SP P-6 and
the PRR K-4 classes. (No data for the PRR K-3 is
available at this time.)
With these caveats in mind when we look at the
calculated scale ratios, we may say that the Overfair
Pacifics are, for practical purposes, 1/3 the size of
the standard Pacifics in use in 1913 and 1914.

conflict with the hole in the guide yoke. The top
guide needed to be moved out, and the bottom guide
moved in. This work on the right side is almost
complete, and we hope the left side is alright as it is.
Many people have contributed a lot of time to our
endeavor this season, and we are very thankful for
their fine work. I hope I have not forgotten anyone.
Randy

As to whether MacDermot used the SP P-6 as his
model rather than the PRR K-4 or any other
contemporary Pacific, it is assumed that he used the
Southern Pacific's Class P-6 as his prototype.
Dimensions
Engine
Length
Wheelbase
Length
Wheel
Diameter
Height of
Engine

MacDermot
#1913
17ft 2in
11ft 10in

SP Class
P-6
46ft
10in
35ft 8in

0.332

Class
K-4
48ft
2.5in
36ft 2in

26in

77in

0.338

80in

0.325

5ft 0in

15ft
4.25in

0.326

15ft 0in

0.333

Ratio
0.366

Ratio
0.356
0.327

MEMBERSHIP COORDINATOR
Ed Carnegie

Repost from SPRS newsletter #119 April, 2003.
Are the Overfair Railway's
Locomotives Exactly 1/3 Scale?
By Lou Haughney
To answer that question, we must know which
standard-gauge locomotive was used by
MacDermot as his model over 100 years ago.
Unfortunately, the records and drawings we have do

Though SPRR is currently without operating
engines or track, our volunteers, who are much like
government postal workers, in that neither sleet,
snow, nor rain will keep them away, continue to
stay very involved in SPRR. Our dedicated
volunteers take time out from busy schedules to
partake in our regularly scheduled workdays, which
are ALWAYS held on the second weekend of each
month. The two work weekends each month won’t
be back now until April of 2020.
However, every work weekend offers several
“special” and other maintenance projects to get
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involved in and we invite ALL, young, new, and/or
seasoned volunteers, to come on over to help SPRR
get back on track, as well as maybe hone in, or pick
up some new and different skills under the guidance
of others. Swanton Pacific provides Cal Poly’s
“hands-on” philosophy. Projects can vary from the
simple to the complex. So we welcome all skills
and talents and to become a much-valued
volunteer/member of SPRR.
Some interesting new projects undertaken and still
needing members to help finish are as follows:
• A heavy haul car that uses the newly built
3 axel Buckeye trucks. This was built to
move large equipment, but still needs
additional work, i.e., finishing the
brakes, wiring and plumbing.
• Volunteer Tom is refurbishing one of the
few remaining original McDermott cars.
• Other projects needing assistance in
getting done are always on the list.
Volunteers of all capabilities are needed
to help lighten the load, get things
completed, and just get SPRR ready for
when the steam locomotives will soon be
back up and running on new track.
Members can then focus on operating the
engines, training new engineers,
conductors, brakemen, and firemen.
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came and went, some from as far away as
Oregon and Colorado. Much was
accomplished, many thanks for all the time
each of you have donated over the years.
Stats gathered thus far:
Total volunteer hours logged in:
• for the month of July was
871
• thus far for 2019
1,947
• since 2004
79,619
So, please remember to log in your
volunteer hours … it gives SPRR GREAT
BRAGGING rights!
Swanton Pacific Railroad SOCIETY invites you
to become one of its supporting members
Your support to our society is ALWAYS
appreciated. We encourage each of you to invite
others to join in with you in supporting the Swanton
Pacific Railroad.
If you are unsure of your due’s status, please send
me an email, &/or call, and I will confirm that
information with you. ecarnegi@calpoly.edu,
(805) 995-3659.
Remember, IF YOU HAVE NOT YET PAID
YOUR 2019 Dues—PLEASE DUE!
[2020 dues will be here sooner than you think]

SPRR NEWSLETTER ARTICLES
Editor: Chris Taylor
If you’d like to have an article and any associated
pictures included in the next newsletter, please send
them to taylorfct@gmail.com by January 15, 2020.

Interesting Facts of Volunteering for Swanton
Pacific Railroad:
This past summer, Swanton’s Summer
Work Week had a bevy of worker bees
show up to stay focused for the entire week
on specific tasks. Nineteen volunteers

